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About This Game

Color Jumper is an abstract, color-based puzzle platformer which focuses on fast, precise movement to navigate your
surroundings. Inspired by hardcore platformers like Super Meat Boy, Downwell, VVVVVV, and many others, your goal in

Color Jumper is to reach the exit. You control a block with a different color on each side. Colored platforms are only solid when
in contact with the connecting color of your block. Each jump rotates your block, creating a world where each jump must be

planned carefully, turning levels into a twisting high-speed parkour race to the finish.

Featuring

Fully integrated colorblind mode

Dedicated speedrun mode

Incredibly tight and responsive controls

Blisteringly fast gameplay

Over 100 levels to conquer

Four unique and challenging boss fights

Collectibles which unlock additional extreme challenge levels
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Time and rotation goals for each level, a completionist's dream!
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Title: Color Jumper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Tallbeard Studios LLC
Publisher:
Tallbeard Studios LLC
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2017
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what color on jumper cables is positive. color block jumper jungkook. womens collar jumper. jumper watercolor. jumper color
gris mujer. color block funnel neck jumper. citroen jumper color negro. jumper dress color black. solid color puddle jumper.
oversized color block jumper. what color jumper cable goes on first. knitting color jumper. what color do jumper cables go on.
neutral color baby jumper. color changing jumper. jumper de color negro. multicolor jumper mens. color coded jumper cables.
what color jumper cable is positive. adidas color block jumper. camel coloured jumper. jumper de color gris. tv color bar
jumper. alden jumper color 8. jumper color mostaza. which color jumper cables. rose colored jumper. jumper color green.
kkxx triple color sweatsuit jumper. jumper color rojo. color climbers jumperoo. jumper color amarillo. two color jumper. color
jumper cables. missguided color block jumper. color jumper gameplay. color jumper. jumper cream color. olive color jumper.
rust color jumper. turquoise color jumper. jumper color block. tan color jumper. multicolor striped jumper. what color for
jumper cables. jumper en color blanco. color pop jumper. jumper color rosa. color block jumper bts. jumper short color negro.
color de jumper. color block marled knit jumper. women's multicolor striped jumper. colorway jumper. what color jumper
cable first. jumper cable color match. boohoo color block jumper. jumper color jeans. positive color jumper cables. fendi
multicolour fabric jumper. jumper de color blanco. color pink jumper. gold color jumper. color jumper game. what color
jumper cable goes on positive. shirt collar jumper. sand color jumper. color of jumper cables. multicolor jumper dress. color
block jumper. jumper wire color code. jumper color mustard. striped color jumper. jumper color verde. jumper color pastel.
striped collar jumper. color block drop shoulder jumper. wine color jumper. color block striped jumper. green color block
jumper. color block mohair jumper. red color jumper. jumper color azul marino

It is a good racing game for $1, but my gameplay is too laggy. If the dev could upgrade a bit more that would be nice. I would
play it more and I am willing to pay for upgrades. Hope you read this :). \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing!!!. This hidden
object game tries to be different but it falls in mediocre category. It's fun when you want to waste time but meh, this game is
only worth it when it's on sale.. An excellent puzzle game, interesting mechanics, and LOADS of levels.. Beautiful - While not
being a particularly long story, I believe that this was more than worth its asking price.

From the unconventional characters and their comical interactions to the very unique take on the final H scenes, theres not really
much i could complain about and its refreshing to see a VN that doesnt have a sex crazed protagonist but much more of a
relateable character.

I think the ability to name your protagonist and choose gender is interesting and may make it appeal to a wider audience but
personally i am probably what an average vn would target anyway (had a male character and named him Shizu).

Finally i'll say that for what it is and how its priced there are lots of vn's that excel better in single area's but not many at all that
do as well as a cohesive whole without costing more. Thanks for reading my review and if you buy the game i hope you enjoy it
^_^. This game is short but amazing.. A very interesting abstract game.

1)
You left click to make an arrow fall down from the top left corner of the screen.

2)
You right click to make the arrow (or arrows) turn right, (e.g. towards the right side of the screen).

3) If you hit an "enemy", the line gets split in two (so that it's now two arrows going up and down.
  GOTO 2

 I think the game is sold at a very low price, too! Just watch a video! I'm sure you'll like it! :)

I just wish the Arcade Mode started a bit "harder", but I guess the current pace is ok to fit a wider audience.
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its not as bad as you may think it works better then the Galdbeck map and the buses are not bad. This VN isn't finished. More
like a demo or an Early Access game.. This is an afterthought or outsourced, and it shows.
Awkward control changes from the source material, tiny locked FOV, and strange, simplistic combat.
It's part of Mooncrasher so this isn't the main reason you're buying it.
Ignore that this is in your library like everyone else does.. Oh yes! Hello to a match puzzle games + mini jigsaw breaks (which I
look forward to eagerly). It starts off nice and easy, teaching you and giving you facts about France - which are a nice read.
Then it gets really hard. Good for training your match skills if you aren't as good in these games. I also like the power ups and
hate (only in a challenging way) the vine that takes over the board. I will keep coming back to this game to sharpen my skills and
maybe make it past the levels you can easily get stuck on. Ah, the world of exciting gaming challenges. Thank you for making
this game. :)))!. I got the game last week, and beat it last night. Not going to discuss how long it took, because I don't believe
games should be rated on the amount of time it took. Not to mention, times vary depending on if you want to 100% it, get all
achievements, or create and play through community levels.
I really enjoyed this game, and anyone who enjoys semi-casual puzzle platformers will like it a lot, as well. The main puzzles for
completing the game to a bare-bones ending are not bash-your-head-against-a-wall difficult, while still maintaining a good level
of both creative thinking, platforming, and satisfaction for solving. The music is stellar, the art is gorgeous, and the "story" is
sparse.
Some minor issues: the controls feel a tad too floaty, hit-boxes are a bit too broad, and it took me over half an hour of avoiding
any contact with Toragos before realizing that you can touch (ride) him without taking damage if you avoid the head. That last
part could have been better demonstrated, because a gamer's instinct in a game like this is to not touch any part of the enemy,
lest they perish.

I, for one, will not be 100%ing this game because it would take me WAY too long to find all the invisible keys, and that's not as
fun as solving puzzles I can actually see. But for what it was, I really enjoyed it, and I might even play around with the level
creator, and/or speed-running.

I recommend this very much, and look forward to future titles from MagicalTimeBean.. not bad but it won't start in offline
mode why?. This is a great game..... is what i would say if it didn't cost money. I know its only 3 dollars but it took me 30
minutes to get what I wanted out of it, plus its pretty repeatative. I wouldnt say you should spend money on this unless youre
expecting an immediate refund.
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